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Plasma discharges are traditionally associated with a gaseous
phase; however, discharges can be generated in all phases. Plasma
discharges formed in liquids and interfacing with liquids represent
an emerging and fast-growing field of research, not the least
because they offer unique conditions that enable decontamination
of pathogens, synthesis of nanostructures, and treatment of con-
taminated water. With the variety of discharge regimes and types
of liquids comes a rich field of multiphase phenomena to be dis-
covered, measured, modeled, and utilized. A detailed overview of
the field has been reported in Ref. 1 and extended upon in several
more recent reviews and perspective articles.2–7

In the “Plasma–Liquid Interactions” Special Topic
Collection, we explore the richness and full breadth of plasma–
liquid interactions and their applications. The collection contains
two Perspective Articles that discuss key questions related to fun-
damental processes at the plasma–liquid interface. Bruggeman
et al.8 introduce the concept of plasma-driven solution electro-
chemistry (PDSE) inspired by comparing plasma–liquid interac-
tions with conventional electrolysis and develop ten questions
that should be answered to enable researchers to make transfor-
mational advances in plasma–liquid interactions for a variety of
applications. The Perspective by Vanraes and Bogaerts9 focuses
on that same plasma–liquid interface but emphasizes the gas
phase processes rather than liquid-phase processes. The authors
make the argument that sheaths at liquid interfaces can have
unique properties and are relatively unexplored while exceedingly
important for many applications ranging from nuclear fusion to
biomedical applications.

Several of the papers featured in the Special Topic Collection
report on advances in plasma generation in the presence of liquids.
While the breakdown in liquids has been studied for several
decades, most of these studies are phenomenological in nature, and
there is an urgent need for more physical insights. Phan et al.10

contributed to this need for the specific case of cryogenic dis-
charges in liquid helium. They report breakdown field data

revealing that the observed breakdown is closely correlated with
Fowler–Nordheim field emission from asperities on the cathode.

While many studies have been reported on breakdown of
liquid water, our knowledge remains incomplete. Competing break-
down theories focusing on direct liquid phase ionization or
gaseous/low-density phase generation have not been irrefutably
validated experimentally. Zhang and Shneider11 quantitatively
discuss electron detachment from hydroxide as the most probably
source of primary electrons that seed plasma discharges in liquid
water. Their numerical study demonstrates the drift of hydrated
electrons from one cavity to the next might be the rate-limiting
step and sets the minimum electric field requirement for break-
down. A complementary experimental study by Grosse et al.12 con-
cludes that plasma propagation is governed by field effects in
low-density regions that are created either by nanovoids or by
density fluctuations in supercritical water surrounding the electrode
that are created at plasma ignition. Their results suggest that
plasma ignition is dominated by field effects at the electrode–liquid
interface, either as field ionization for positive polarity or as field
emission for negative polarity. While the conditions of Grosse et al.
led to minor differences between positive and negative voltage
pulsed at the very initial stages of the discharge, Hamdan et al.13

reported optical and electrical measurements showing a major dif-
ference in the initial discharge dynamics with polarity, although for
larger pulse widths. Akter et al.14 investigated the effects of elevated
pressure on the breakdown in liquid water in the context of the use
of plasma discharges in liquids as energy-focusing devices to
achieve deep earth drilling for conditions ranging from 1 to
350 atm. Korolev et al.15 extended this work to conditions in highly
conductive saline in which discharge generation is preceded by the
formation of a vapor layer around the driven electrode, which
allows one to generate a glow-like plasma regime instead of the
typical filamentary plasma discharges generated by pulsed dis-
charges in liquid water. Wang et al.16 developed a multiphase
empirical system model to simulate breakdown in gas–liquid phase
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mixtures. The model considers a power law and the Meek criterion
for the liquid and gas phase breakdown, respectively, and can be
used to determine the deposited energy in both mixtures, which is
important for the optimization of applications.

Many plasma applications involving liquids do not involve the
generation of plasma in the liquid phase but involve plasma genera-
tion between a metal electrode and a liquid electrode. Hoft et al.17

reported on the unique aspects of a less-studied approach of
plasma formation between an electrode covered with a dielectric
layer and liquid water, which shows distinct differences compared
to the extensively studied metal–liquid electrode geometries. While
the dielectric-covered electrode was able to prevent spark formation
very similar to dielectric barrier discharges, it remarkably can—for
certain conditions—even prevent a volume discharge. When elec-
trodes are heated excessively, for example, in welding, a solid elec-
trode can become a liquid electrode without a liquid initially being
introduced in the plasma reactor. This process is also relevant for
breakdown studies at low pressure, where so-called explosive emis-
sion centers, explosions of micro-protrusions on electrode surfaces,
inject metal atoms, and electrons in the plasma. This process can
involve the melting of these protrusions due to the high local
energy deposited. This intriguing process is modeled in the contri-
bution of Barengolts et al.18

An alternative approach to electrically generated plasmas both
in gas and liquid phases are laser-produced plasmas. Dell’Aglio
et al.19 compared the unique differences between laser-induced
plasma (LIP) in liquid water and air. Their experimental results reveal
that plasma under water remains much longer in a high-density state
than in air due to the confinement effect of the surrounding water. It
is argued that these differences allow LIP in liquid and gas to be used
in a wide variety of applications, ranging from analytical chemistry to
nanomaterial production. Young et al.20 reported on the memory
effects in repetitive laser-induced breakdown in water near a solid
target and explained these effects through particle inclusion concen-
tration changes and microbubbles in the laser path.

Three contributions of the “Plasma–Liquid Interactions”
Special Topic Collection focus on reactions and transport of reac-
tive species at the plasma–liquid interface. Solvated electrons are
suggested to be an important plasma-produced species in liquid,
although the detailed processes of the transfer of electrons from the
gas to the liquid phase are not well understood. Akiyama et al.21

report Monte Carlo simulations of electrons in liquid water, assum-
ing the dense gas approximation, to investigate the production of
hydrated electrons and radical species by low-energy electron irra-
diation of the water surface from an atmospheric-pressure plasma.
Delgado et al.22 determined the characteristic lifetimes and penetra-
tion depth of solvated electrons and hydroxyl radicals at the
plasma–liquid interface based on mathematical scaling of the reac-
tion–diffusion equations. These effects lead to transport limitations
for secondary chemical reactions that are exceedingly important for
many applications. Sgogina et al.23 studied these same transport
effects near the plasma–liquid interface for atomic oxygen reactions
with phenol and showed the important impact of Henry’s law solu-
bility constant and near surface reactions due to the surfactant
character of phenol molecules.

While previous studies focus on diffusion in boundary layers,
convection in the liquid phase can contribute to species transport

in the liquid phase more dominantly than in the gas phase, as dif-
fusion in the dense liquid is much slower than in the gas phase and
hence, Peclet numbers are typically large. Dickensen et al.24 found
that the dominant mechanism driving the liquid flow in the
absence of imposed gas convection is correlated with the charge
relaxation time of the liquid. For liquids with a charge relaxation
time longer than the characteristic time of the plasma, such as
de-ionized water, the liquid behaves as a dielectric, and the electric
surface stresses dominate the flow in the liquid phase. For liquids
with a charge relaxation time shorter or in the same order of the
plasma characteristic time, such as tap water, the liquid behaves as
a conductor, and the EHD flow induced in the gas phase dominates
the flow in the liquid phase. Yang et al.25 found correlations
between self-organized anode layers at the plasma–liquid interface
and the plasma-induced flow field. Their results showed that self-
organization led to non-static flow structures and generation of a
strong swirl flow hypothesized to be due to electrohydrodynamic
forces.

An approach to mitigate transport limitations of reactive
species is the use of highly dispersed liquid phases in the plasma
such as droplets and sprays with a high surface-to-volume ratio.
This highly multiphase environment leads to additional complexi-
ties for diagnostics. Janda et al.30 used a cost-effective diagnostic
technique based on planar laser light attenuation for online moni-
toring of electrospray microdroplets, which enables simultaneous
and synchronized electrical and optical diagnostics of an electrical
discharge and can be used to estimate the speed and size of micro-
droplets. Nonetheless, droplets can also impact the safety of high
voltage transmission lines. To this end, Zhang et al.31 performed
particle-in-cell simulations of streamer discharges on the conductor
surface in the presence of raindrops.

Plasma discharges formed in liquids and interfacing with
liquids can exhibit strong differences in morphology and modes.
Some studies, like the work of Marjanović et al.,26 are performed in
highly controlled conditions that allow for detailed comparison
with modeling; nonetheless a lot of studies focus on more complex
electrode geometries motivated by applications. Marjanović et al.26

report on different discharge modes in four different alcohol
vapors covering Townsend, normal glow, and abnormal glow
regimes with a focus on distinct transitions between the normal
and abnormal glow regimes, while Yuan et al.27 reported three dis-
charge modes (streamer mode, glow-like mode, and abnormal
glow/arc mode) in an oxygen discharge with liquid electrode
plasma. Gershman and Belkind28 extended this work to a study of
the plasma properties of discharges generated in gas bubbles in
hydrogels, which allowed them to assess the impact of dielectric
constant and conductivity on the discharge. Additional complexity
can also be introduced when discharges are transient, particularly
self-pulsing, spark-like discharges as reported by Sretenović et al.29

Several of the papers in the “Plasma–Liquid Interactions”
Special Topic Collection are directly linked to a specific application
or its underlying process. While nanomaterial synthesis with
plasmas interacting with liquids has been around for more than a
decade, a recently renewed interest in this area is reflected in seven
contributions in the collection. The general idea is that a broad
range of metal ion precursors can be reduced by plasma-produced
solvated electrons and the resulting large concentrations of reduced
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metal atoms nucleate to form nanoparticles. This approach has
been studied in detail for noble metals in the last decade. The study
of Thai et al.32 suggests that the ability to form nanoparticles is
strongly dependent on the redox potential and is driven by equilib-
rium processes. While the most common approach to generate
nanoparticles is using a gas phase glow discharge with a solution
anode, Čechová et al.33 showed that silver and gold nanoparticles
could also be effectively produced in a pinhole discharge in which
the discharge is generated in a vapor bubble, formed due to the
constriction of current in the solution at the position of the
pinhole. While single-phase particles have been produced by
plasma–liquid interactions for many materials, an outstanding
challenge is the formation of bimetallic particles, which is the focus
of Merciris et al.34 Nomine et al.35 extensively reviewed the basic
physics of nanoparticles’ synthesis by discharges in liquids with the
metal precursor introduced from the electrode. Furthermore,
Chao-Mujica et al.36 showed the production of fluorescent carbon
quantum dots (CQDs) by a submerged arc discharge in water, and
Égerházi et al.37 utilized exploding wire discharges for the synthesis
of copper oxide particles. In many applications, it is important to
adhere nanoparticles to a substrate. Dos Santos et al.38 report in
this context on the electrical discharge-enhanced deposition of
TiO2 nanoparticles on cotton fabric.

Plasmas in and in contact with liquid water produce an abun-
dant amount of hydroxyl radicals and thus have great potential for
wastewater treatment. While plasma technology for water treatment
has been investigated for several decades, the treatment of newly
emergent pollutants like pharmaceutical residues and perfluorooc-
tanoic acids (PFOAs) remains a topic of further investigation.
Nau-Hix et al39 report on the treatment of PFOA and Rhodamine
B showing that for a surface spark discharge the dominant decom-
position is not due to hydroxyl radicals but by the formation of
hypochlorous acid in the presence of NaCl and photolysis. Brault
et al.40 use molecular dynamics simulations to elucidate reaction
steps of hydroxyl radical interaction with the paracetamol molecule
in water. There is renewed interest in discharges in hydrocarbons
that have been studied extensively in the past in the context of elec-
trical insulation but are now investigated in the context of upgrad-
ing low-grade fuels or the production of value-added chemicals.
Hamdan et al.41 demonstrated the use of microwave discharges in
liquid heptane to produce ethylene and acetylene, which showed
significantly different products than expected from a chemical equi-
librium composition, and Adámková et al.42 studied the conversion
of ethanol in pinhole discharges in ethanol–water solutions.

Glow discharge plasmas with the liquid cathode (and anode)
have been extensively studied in the analytical chemistry field as a
tool for trace elemental analysis. The plasma not only enables the
transfer of the solute into the plasma phase, but also the excitation
of the atomic species, thereby allowing the detection by atomic
emission spectroscopy or alternatively acting as an ionization
source of the atoms for mass spectrometry detection. In this
context, Walton et al.43 showed that changing the composition of
the cathode solution alters the analytical performance (similar to
electrospray ionization) and used these observations to provide
more detailed insights into analyte ionization and fragmentation
processes within the glow discharge. Hazel et al.44 studied the effect
of magnetic fields on the operation of such glow discharges and

they report that perturbation of the plasma in the magnetic field is
predominantly a structural change, as opposed to a change in
overall electrical or spectroscopic characteristics.

The last application topic that is covered by the “Plasma–
Liquid Interactions” Special Topic Collection is the use of plasmas
in medical, agricultural, and food cycle processes. This remains an
important and hot topic of our research field. Several years ago, it
was shown that the treatment of water by air-containing plasmas
leads to the so-called plasma-activated water (PAW) that has long-
term (hours to days, depending on conditions) bactericidal activity
enabled by plasma-produced reactive oxygen and nitrogen species
(RONS). This early work has led to a bulk of research that uses not
only PAW but also a variety of other plasma-activated solutions for
many disinfection applications and even cancer treatment. Weihe
et al.45 use PAW for conveyor band cleaning relevant for applica-
tions in the food industry. Their work suggests that PAW offers an
extensive spectrum of possible sanitizers for specialized cleaning
demands in a food production line. Furthermore, Rathore and
Nema46 assess the impact of key process parameters on PAW gen-
eration to allow for system optimization, while Wartel et al.47

showed that the presence of compounds in tap water can greatly
impact PAW properties. Takahashi et al.48 showed that PAW with
adjusted pH can be used as a nutrient solution for cultivating
cucumber plants in a hydroponic system and extended this study
to show the effect of the presence of allelochemicals (organic com-
pounds that have auto-toxic effects on plant growth) in PAW.

The biological impact of plasma treatment on pathogens, cells,
and tissues is mediated by RONS or electric fields. Nonetheless, we
currently do not have a detailed understanding of the dominant
species and reaction pathways for many treatment conditions and
modalities due to the complex composition of many different
RONS produced by the plasma. Chien et al.49 verified in this
context that short-lived species in plasma inhibit skin cancer cells
more than normal skin cells. Wenske et al.50 reported on the chem-
ical modifications of biomolecules by plasma that are believed to be
crucially impacting physiological processes and hence linking
plasma science directly with biological processes.

In summary, the “Plasma–Liquid Interactions” Special Topic
Collection includes both fundamental studies on plasma–liquid dis-
charges as well as applied studies in a wide range of application
fields. It, therefore, provides a good overview of the current state of
research in this domain.

We would like to thank all the editorial and publishing staff of
Journal of Applied Physics, in particular, Brian Solis and
editor-in-chief Andre Anders for their continued support in the
preparation of the “Plasma–Liquid Interactions” Special Topic
Collection. We are also grateful to the contributing authors for
their contributions, and we hope that you will find this Special
Topic Collection a useful reference in your own research.
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